We consider conditional and dynamic risk measures of Orlicz spaces and study their robust representation. For this purpose, given a probability space (Ω, E , P), a sub-σ-algebra F of E , and a Young function ϕ, we study the relation between the classical Orlicz space L ϕ (E ) and the modular Orlicz-type module L ϕ F (E ); based on conditional set theory, we describe the conditional order continuous dual of a Orlicz-type module; and by using scalarization and modular extensions of conditional risk measures together with elements of conditional set theory, we finally characterize the robust representation of conditional risk measures of Orlicz spaces.
Introduction
The study of dual representation of risk measures is an active field within the financial mathematics, cf. [4, 11, 18, 19, 22, 31] among many other references. In particular, the study of risk measures in conditional or dynamic discrete time settings has gained an increasing importance in the recent literature cf. [5, 8, 13, 20, 17, 25, 32] .
Whereas many works have studied risk measures defined on Orlicz spaces cf. [9, 12, 31, 33, 34] , to the best of our knowledge, conditional and dynamic risk measures have been studied only in the case that they are defined on L p spaces cf. [8, 13] or modular extensions of L p spaces cf. [17, 25, 32] . As explained by [36] , one of the advantages of consider Orlicz spaces is that, in many cases, convex risk measures defined on L p spaces have effective domain whose interior is empty, and this makes impossible to apply subdifferentiabilty results; however, sometimes one can find a suitable finer Orlicz space on which a convex risk measure is defined, obtaining a domain with non-empty interior, for which subdifferentiabilty results apply. Also, Fritelli et al. [7] found a connection between Orlicz spaces and the theory of utility functions. In addition, this relation has applications to the study of no-arbitrage conditions cf. [21, 30] . Thus, Orlicz spaces have a key role in the study of dynamic problems in mathematical finance.
Thereby, the purpose of this paper is to extend the notions of conditional and dynamic convex risk measure, defining the notions of conditional and dy-namic convex risk measure of Orlicz spaces and study their dual representation. For instance, given a probability space (Ω, E, P), a sub-σ-algebra F of E, and two Young functions ϕ, ψ : [0, +∞) → [0, +∞] with ψ ≤ ϕ, a conditional convex risk measure is a function ρ : L ϕ (E) → L ψ (F ) which is monotone (decreasing), L 0 (F )-convex and L ϕ (F )-cash invariant. Then, based on the dual pair L ϕ (E), L ϕ * (E) where ϕ * (y) := sup x≥0 (xy − ϕ(x)) is the conjugate Young function of ϕ, we will study under which conditions we have a dual representation ρ(x) = E[xy|F ] − α(y) ; y ∈ L ϕ * (E) for x ∈ L ϕ (E); and when this representation is attained.
The works that study the dual representation of dynamic and conditional risk measures employ mainly two types of strategies. In a first stage, a technique called scalarization is adopted; more specifically, these works try to reduce the conditional case to the static case, which is known and treatable cf. [13, 8] . In a second stage, with the aim of providing a tailored analytic framework for the study of conditional risk measures, some recent works have developed new models of functional analysis: a modular based approach is proposed by Filipovic et al. [16] where some theorems of convex analysis are extended to L 0 (F )-modules (also see [17, 23, 24, 36, 38] ); and in a more abstract level in [14] it was developed the theory of conditional sets, providing a formal formulation, which is in some precise sense stable and consistent with respect to the measure algebra associated to a probability space, and is closely related to the theory of Boolean-valued models of set theory cf. [6, 10, 26] . Therefore, in this paper we will employ a mix of both techniques: where possible we will try to reduce to the static case, where not, we will make use of tools from the modular and conditional approach.
The Orlicz-type modules were introduced by Vogelpoth [36] . Based on a modular approach, he considered the L 0 (F )-module generated by L ϕ (E); more precisely, the Orlicz-type module is given by L ϕ F (E) = L 0 (F )L ϕ (E). Then, we will show that every conditional convex risk measure ρ : L ϕ (E) → L ψ (F ) can be uniquely extended to a conditional convex risk measureρ : L ϕ F (E) → L 0 (F ), and prove that the dual representation of the former is equivalent to the dual representation of the latter. We will also prove that the attainability of the representation is equivalent to the so-called Lebesgue property of ρ, and also to the conditional compactness of the conditional sublevel sets ofρ.
The manuscript is structured as follows: Section 2 is devoted to some preliminaries. In Section 3 we study the relation between the classical Orlicz space L ϕ (E) and the Orlicz-type module L ϕ F (E). Section 4 is devoted to the study of the conditional order continuous dual of a Orlicz-type module. Finally, in Section 5 we introduce the notions of conditional and dynamic convex risk measures and study their robust representation.
Preliminaries and notation
Let us start by describing the setting and notation of this paper. For this purpose, we will review the different elements of the L 0 (F )-theory (see [16, 23, 38] ) and, at the same time, we will identify them with the corresponding notions within of the conditional set theory ( [14, 38] ), describing how the former framework is embedded in the latter when we assume on the different objects the necessary stability properties. Let us fix an underlying probability space (Ω, E, P) and let us also consider some sub-σ-algebra F ⊂ E, which will remain fixed throughout this paper. We will denote by L 0 (E) the space (of equivalence classes) of F -measurable random variables, which equipped with the order of almost sure dominance is a Dedekind complete Riesz space. We will follow the common practice of identifying random variables and measurable sets which agree almost surely. By doing so, we can also identify the σ-algebra F with the measure algebra associated to F , which is a complete Boolean algebra. We define the set of partitions of Ω to F as follows:
Given a non-empty subset M of L 0 (E), we define the countable concatenation hull of M by
We will say that a subset M of L 0 (E) has the countable concatenation property, if M = M cc . Given a subset M of L 0 (E) with the countable concatenation property, we can define an equivalent relation on M ×F where the class of (x, A) is denoted by x|A := {(y, B) ; A = B, 1 A x = 1 B y} .
By doing so, we find that the quotient set M is a conditional set as it satisfies the axioms of Definition 2.1 of [14] . Namely, inspection shows that
2. (Consistency) x|A = y|A and B ≤ A implies x|B = y|B;
Notice that, for
In particular, L 0 (E) defines a conditional set, which will be denoted by L 0 . Also, L 0 (F ) obviously has the countable concatenation property, therefore it also defines a conditional set; moreover, in [14, Theorem 4.4] it is proved that this conditional set is a copy of the so-called conditional real numbers (see [14, Definition 4.3] ). Thus, we will use the notation R for denoting the conditional set generated by L 0 (F ). Likewise, the following sets have the countable concatenation property:
, defined as the space of all (equivalence classes of) F -measurable random variables whose values are in R ∪ {±∞}; and L 0 (F , N), the set of random variables which take values in N. Then, the corresponding conditional sets are denoted by R + , R ++ , R and N, respectively. In addition, since the elements of L 0 (F , N) are step-functions which take values in
can identify the conditional set N with the conditional natural numbers (see 5 of [14, Examples 2.3]).
The elements x = x|Ω are called conditional elements 3 . Throughout this paper, some conditional subsets will be required to be defined by describing their conditional elements. Namely, let φ be certain statement which can be true of false for the conditional elements of some conditional set C. Also, let us suppose that there exists some x ∈ C such that φ(x) is true. Then, we denote by [x ∈ C ; φ(x) is true] the conditional set generated by {x ∈ C ; φ(x) is true} cc .
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Also, if C has the countable concatenation property and A ∈ F , then C|A := {x|B ; x ∈ C, B ≤ A} is also a conditional set (considering as σ-algebra F A , the trace of F on A), and is called a conditional subset (on A) of L 0 (see [14, Definition 2.8]). A conditional subset C|A is said to be conditionally included in D|B if C|A ⊂ D|B, in accordance with [14] , we will use the notation C|A ⊏ D|B. In [14] it is proved that the collection of all objects C|A is a complete Boolean algebra, when it is endowed with the operations of conditional union ⊔, conditional intersection ⊓ and conditional complement ⊏ (see [14, Corollary 2.10]). We do not give the construction; instead, we refer to the proof of [14, Theorem 2.9] .
It is also important to recall the conditional Cartesian product of conditional sets (see [14, Definition 2.14] ). Suppose that L, M are two conditional subsets of L 0 (on 1). Then, we define their conditional product as follows:
which is a conditional set as it satisfies the axioms of [14, Definition 2.1].
If we have an application f : L → M between conditional subsets with the countable concatenation property, according to [14, Definition 2.17] f is a stable function if it preserves countable concatenations, i.e.
For x, y ∈ L 0 and A ∈ F , we will say x ≤ y (resp. x < y) on A whenever P(x ≤ y|A) = 1 (resp. P(x < y|A) = 1), this defines a conditional partial order as in [14, Definition 2.15] . Further, the conditional supremums and conditional infimums are defined in term of the partial ordered set (L 0 (E), ≤), i.e. if C is a 3 In [14] it is used a different definition of conditional element, but as mentioned in [38] both objects can be identified due to the axiom of consistency 4 As explained in [14] , we use this set-builder notation, because the set of conditional elements {x ; φ(x) is true} is not necessarily a conditional set.
conditional subset of L 0 (on 1) we have sup C := C|Ω and inf C := C|Ω. This conditional order, when restricted to R, becomes a conditional total order as in [14, Definition 2.15] ; that is, for every r, s ∈ R there exists A, B, C ∈ F such that r = s on A, r > s on B and r < s on C.
Let us consider a sequence 
From this fact, we can obtain that f is stable. Consequently, it defines a conditional function f : E → R, which is conditionally convex in the sense of [14, Definition 5.1] . Again, the converse is also true.
F ) and x ∈ E; x + y ≤ x + y for all x, y ∈ E; and, x = 0 whenever x = 0. In particular, · is stable; therefore, it defines a conditional function · : E → R + which is called a conditional norm (see [14, Definition 5.11] ). For instance, the absolute value | · | : R → R + is a conditional norm. Other important examples, which are introduced by Filipovic et al. [16] , are the L p -type modules. More specifically, given 1 ≤ p ≤ +∞, we define
has the countable concatenation property. The corresponding conditional vector space will be denoted by L p F (E), or simply L p , and can be endowed with the corresponding conditional norm · |F p :
Guo et al. [25] proved that
cc , which allows a better understanding of the relation between L p (E) and L p F (E). By using this equality for p = 1, the classical conditional expectation E[·|F ] : 
It is easy to check that L ϕ F (E) has the countable concatenation property. Then, the corresponding conditional vector space is denoted by L ϕ F (E) or simply L ϕ as long as F and E are fixed.
In [36] , it is introduced
which is a conditional version of the classical Luxemburg norm; therefore, hereafter · |F ϕ will be referred to as the conditional Luxemburg norm.
An important remark, it is that the L p -type modules are Orlicz-type modules. Indeed, for 1 ≤ p < +∞ let us define φ(t) := t p and for p = ∞ let us define φ(t) := ∞ whenever t ≥ 1 and 0 otherwise, then inspection shows that
ϕ is a conditional lattice-normed space, in the sense that x, y ∈ L ϕ with x ≤ y implies x|F ϕ ≤ y|F ϕ .
If (E, · ) is a conditional normed space, the collection B := {x + B ε ; x ∈ E, ε ∈ L 0 ++ (F )}, where B ε := {x ∈ E ; x ≤ ε} is a topological basis, which generates the topology induced by · (see [16] ). Also, notice that B is a stable family. Then, according to [14, Proposition 3.5] , the collection of conditional subsets O|A where O is open for this topology and A ∈ F , defines a conditional topology in the sense of [16, Definition 3.1] , which is precisely the topology induced by the conditional norm · :
with the countable concatenation property. We say that E, F is a random duality pair with respect to the
, and only if, x = 0; and x, y = 0 for all x ∈ E if, and only if, x = 0 (see [24, Definition 3.19] ). Then, if we consider the corresponding conditional vector spaces E, F and the conditional function , : E ⋊ ⋉ F → R, we obtain a conditional dual pair as in [24, Definition 5.6] .
For a given random duality pair E, F (both with the countable concatenation property; for instance,
F (E)), we can define the weak topologies. Namely, U := {x + U Q,ε ; Q ⊂ F finite , ε ∈ L 0 ++ (F )} is a base for the weak topology σ(E, F ). However, we have that U is not necessarily a stable family, and we cannot directly apply [14, Proposition 3.5] just as we have done for L 0 (F )-normed modules. Instead, we need to stabilize the topology by considering the collection
which is the basis for a finer topology; let us denote it by σ cc (E, F ). In addition, Example 1.4 of [32] , shows a situation in which σ(E, F ) is strictly coarser than σ cc (E, F ), which proves that, in fact, U is not stable. By doing so, U cc is already a stable family and [14, Proposition 3.5] applies. Then, the conditional weak topology It is also important to recall the notion of conditionally compact conditional set (see [14, Definition 3.24] ). Suppose that K is a conditional subset of L 0 , and consider some conditional topology T on K. Then K is conditionally compact, if for every conditional family of conditionally open subsets
Let us fix a Young function ϕ : [0, +∞) → [0, +∞], which will be the same in the remainder of this paper. Let us start by studying the relation between the classical Orlicz space L ϕ (E) and the Orlicz-type module L ϕ F (E). Vogelpoth [36] proved the following product structure
. Then, analogously as was made in [25] for L ptype modules, we can prove the following result:
For the reverse inclusion, suppose that
Apart from the Luxemburg norm, there are other relevant equivalent norms for L ϕ (E). For instance, we can consider the so-called Orlicz norm, which has a different formulation given by the so-called Amemiya norm (see [2] ). Namely, for x ∈ L ϕ (E), the Ameya norm is given by
In this paper, we will be interested in the modular form of the Amemiya norm. Thereby, for x ∈ L ϕ F (E), we define
In the appendix of this paper, it is proved that the formula above defines a L 0 (F )-norm, which is equivalent to · |F ϕ (see Proposition 25) . The corresponding conditional norm will be referred to as conditional Amemiya norm.
For the next result, we also need to recall the following spaces. For 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and for a given L 0 -normed module (E, · ) Guo et al. [25] defined the following spaces L p (E) := {x ∈ E ; x p < +∞} , for which |||x||| p := x p defines a norm. Then, we have the following result:
Proof. By definition of the Amemiya norm, we have that for each real number r > 0,
By taking expectations
Finally, by taking infimums on r ∈ R
and the proof is complete.
Let us recall that a conditional sequence {x n } in a conditional normed space (E, · ) conditionally converges to x ∈ E if for every r ∈ R ++ there exists m ∈ N such that x − x n ≤ r for all n ≥ m. Also, {x n } is said to be conditionally Cauchy, if for every r ∈ R ++ , there exists m ∈ N such that x p − x q ≤ r for all p, q ≥ m (both notions are introduced in [14] ).
Then, we have the following result:
If follows that the conditional sequence {x n } conditionally converges to x 0 .
Duality in Orlicz-type modules
Given a subset H ⊂ L 0 (E), the Köthe dual of H is given by
A well-known result of the theory of Orlicz spaces (see [28, 37] ) is the following identity L
where ϕ * (y) := sup x≥0 (xy − ϕ(x)) is the conjugate Young function of ϕ. We will show that the equality above naturally extends to the modular case. For this purpose, suppose that H is a conditional subset of L 0 , we can consider a conditional version of the Köthe dual. Namely,
Then, we will prove that L
x , then we can define an application
Clearly, µ y is stable. Consequently, it generates a conditional function to the present setting, we can obtain that f : L ϕ → R is conditionally norm continuous. Let us show that f is conditionally convex. Indeed, suppose that a ∈ R with 0 ≤ a ≤ 1 and x, y ∈ L ϕ . Let us show that f(ax+(1−a)y) ≤ af(x)+(1−a)f(y). If a ∈ R the result is clear, due to the convexity of f . If a ∈ R cc also is clear due to the stability and convexity of f . For arbitrary a, we proceed as follows. Let us pick some dense and countable set H ⊂ R, H = {h 1 , h 2 , ...} (for instance H = Q), and for n ∈ N, let
and put
For n ∈ L 0 (F , N) of the form i∈N 1 Bi n i with {n i } ⊂ N and {A i } ∈ Π(Ω, F ), we define a n := i∈N 1 Bi a ni .
Then, {a n } n∈N is a conditional sequence, which conditionally converges to a. Also, note that a n ∈ H cc ⊂ R cc and 0 ≤ a n ≤ 1. Then f(a n x + (1 − a n )y) ≤ a n f(x) + (1 − a n )f(y), for all n ∈ N.
Since f is conditionally continuous, by taking conditional limits, we obtain
If f is linear, by following a similar argument, we get that f is conditionally linear.
is conditionally norm continuous.
Proof. We can suppose y ≥ 0; otherwise, we can put y = y + − y − and argue on y + and y − . Then, the application µ y is monotone, convex and stable, and the result follows by Proposition 4. 7 In the literature some issues regarding the countable concatenation property have been reported cf. [24, 38] Let (E, · ) be a conditional normed space. In [14] it is introduced the conditional topological dual E * , which is defined at the conditional set whose conditional elements are conditionally linear continuous functions µ : E → R, and is endowed with the conditional norm
Consequently, in view of
We have the following result:
Proof.
x F has the countable concatenation property. Then, for the inclusion "⊂" it suffices to show that [
x , and let us show that xy ∈ L 1
F . Let us pick some 1 A k r k > µ y where r k are positive real number for each k ∈ N and {A k } ∈ Π(Ω, F ).
We claim that
By taking expectations
and the right side of the inequality above is finite, in view of Proposition 2.
is arbitrary, we obtain that
. In the following definition we recall some notions from the theory of Riesz spaces. 
Definition 7 An linear application
µ : L ϕ F (E) → L 0 (F ): 1. is order bounded, if for every x ∈ L ϕ F (E),
is σ-order continuous if, µ is order bounded, and for every decreasing
Let us introduce a conditional version of the classical notion of Riesz space theory of order continuity.
1. conditionally order bounded if µ is order bounded;
conditionally order continuous if it is conditionally order bounded and for any conditionally downward directed
∼ n the conditional set of conditionally order continuous and conditionally linear functions µ : L ϕ → R, which is referred to as the conditional order dual.
The following result is an adaptation of [25, Lemma 2.16 (2) ] to the present setting.
Lemma 9 [25] Let E be a conditional set, C a subset of E, and f : E → R a conditional function, then 
In this case, µ is conditionally linear and conditionally norm continuous
It is known that L 0 (F ) is a Riesz space which is Dedekind complete and order separable (see [37] for all this terminology relative to Riesz spaces). Also it is clear that L 
and for arbitrary x, µ
. By using this definition we have that µ + and µ − are also stable. Then, due to Proposition 4, we obtain that µ = µ + − µ − is conditionally linear and conditionally norm continuous.
Finally, the result is clear, as every conditionally downward directed set is defined from a downward directed set (with the countable concatenation property).
3 ⇒ 1: Suppose that {x n } is a decreasing sequence such that x n = 0. As commented in the section of preliminaries, we can extend this sequence to a stable family {x n } n∈L 0 (F ,N) . Then, the conditional set D := [x n ; n ∈ N] in conditionally downward directed and satisfies inf D = 0, due to Lemma 9 (and using that N cc = L 0 (F , N)). Again, by Lemma 9 we have
Therefore, we have that {|µ(x n )| ; n ∈ N} = 0.
n . Notices that, in 2 ⇒ 3, we have shown that µ is not only conditionally linear, but also conditionally norm continuous; that is, µ ∈ [L ϕ ] * .
Proposition 11
We have the following
Proof. Let µ y with y ∈ L ϕ * . If x n ց 0 a.s., then by monotone convergence, we have that µ y (x n ) = E[x n y|F ] → 0 a.s. This means that µ y is σ-order continuous and, due to Proposition 10, we have that
* . Now, for each n ∈ N, let A n := (n − 1 ≤ µ < n). For every n ∈ N and x ∈ L ϕ (E), we have that
and the right hand of the inequality above is finite due to Proposition 2. Thus, for each n ∈ N, we can define an application
which is linear. Moreover, by dominated convergence is easy to show that µ n is σ-order continuous (as µ is σ-order continuous).
From the theory of Orlicz spaces, we have that, for each n ∈ N, there exists y n ∈ L ϕ * (E) such that
We claim that, for each n ∈ N,
Indeed, for fixed x ∈ L ϕ (E) and any
, and this implies the equality above.
Let
The following result characterizes those linear applications µ :
Then, the following are equivalent:
µ is σ-order continuous and µ(1
. By using that µ(1 A x) = 1 A µ(1 A x) for all A ∈ F , we see thatμ is well-defined.
Due to Proposition 11, we can pick y ∈ L ϕ * (E) such that µ(x) =μ(x) = µ y (x) for all x ∈ L ϕ (E).
Application to conditional risk measures of Orlicz spaces
The notion of conditional convex risk measure was independently introduced in [8] and [13] . This definition naturally extends to Orlicz spaces as follows:
Definition 13 Let ψ : [0, +∞) → [0, +∞] be a Young function with ψ ≤ ϕ. A conditional convex risk measure (of Orlicz spaces) is a function
with the following properties for x, y ∈ L ϕ (E):
Further, given a conditional convex risk measure ρ :
we define the following version of the Fenchel conjugate
Likewise, the notion of dynamic convex risk measure, naturally extends to Orlicz spaces: 
is a conditional convex risk measure for each t ∈ T.
We say that a function f :
then f has the local property.

Proof.
A similar argument is followed in the proof of [16, Theorem 3.2] .
. Finally, by multiplying by 1 A , the inequalities above become equalities and (6) i.e. the version of the Fenchel conjugate f * introduced in (5) agrees on L ϕ * (E) with the modular version of the Fenchel conjugatef * (see [16] ).
By using the local property of f , it is not difficult to show thatf is welldefined, is stable, and is not possible another stable extension.
If f is monotone, it is clear thatf is monotone too. Also it is clear that the
cc and that the application x → E[xy|F ] −f (x) is stable, we obtain (6) by means of Lemma 9.
Remark 17
Notice that, given a conditional convex risk measure ρ, sinceρ andρ * are stable, we can define conditional functions
In particular,ρ is conditionally monotone, conditionally convex and conditionally cash-invariant (i.e.ρ(x + r) =ρ(x) − r for x ∈ L ϕ and r ∈ R). Also, ρ * is precisely the conditional Fenchel conjugate ofρ, i.e.
The following result shows that, if we replace L 0 (F )-convexity and L ϕ (F )-cash invariance by convexity, cash-invariance (considering only real numbers) and the local property in Definition 13, then we obtain an equivalent definition of conditional convex risk measure. 
In this case, if in addition
Proof. 2 ⇒ 1: It is obvious that f is convex. The local property is given by Proposition 15.
1 ⇒ 2: Since f has the local property, in virtue of Proposition 16, it can be extended to a functionf :
. By Proposition 4, we know that f is conditionally norm continuous and conditionally convex. Consequently,
Suppose now that f is cashinvariant, and let us show that it is also L ϕ (F )-cash invariant. Indeed, given x ∈ L ϕ (E) and a ∈ L ϕ (F ), let us consider a countable and dense subset H of R. Suppose H = {h 1 , h 2 , ...}. For n ∈ N, define B 1 := (a ≤ h 1 < a + 1/n) and
doing so, we obtain a conditional sequence {a n } n∈N . Then, by using again that f is conditionally continuous, together with the fact that f is cash-invariant and stable, we have that
In what follows we will study the representation of a conditional convex risk measure ρ :
be a conditional convex risk measure, then the following properties are equivalent:
Besides, since the map y → E[xy|F ] −ρ * (y) is stable and (according to Proposition 16) ρ * (y) =ρ * (y) for y ∈ L ϕ * (E), due to Lemma 9 we obtain that for any x ∈ L ϕ (E)
Then, 2 ⇒ 3 is clear from (7). As for 3 ⇒ 2, we see that the map
is stable and, due to (7), agrees with ρ on L ϕ (E). Then, due to Proposition 16, we obtain the result.
is a random dual pair in the sense of [24] . Therefore, due to [24, Theorem 3 
9 . By using the modular version of the classical Fenchel-Moreau dual representation theorem [16, Theorem 3.8] we obtain
++ (F ), due to the monotonicity ofρ, we haveρ
Since λ is arbitrary, we have that the left side of the inequality above is finite only if z ≤ 0.
Further, due to the L 0 (F )-cash invariance ofρ, for any λ ∈ L 0 (F ) we have the followingρ
being λ arbitrary, the left hand of the inequality above is finite only if
Regarding the attainability of the representation provided above, we have the following result:
F (E))-lower semicontinuous, then the following are equivalent:
1. ρ has the Lebesgue property, i.e
2.ρ has the Lebesgue property, i.e
6. For each c ∈ R, c > 0,
Before proving the statement above, we need some preliminary results.
In particular, we have the following lemma of scalarization of conditional risk measures:
is a (static) convex risk measure. Moreover, suppose that
is the Fenchel conjugate of ρ 0 , then ρ *
Proof.
Inspection shows that ρ 0 is a convex risk measure. Let us show that ρ *
By monotone convergence, we have
Also, for every x ∈ L ϕ (E), we have
F (E))-lower semicontinuous. By Theorem 19, we have that
Now, for a fixed x ∈ L ϕ (E), we have that the set
is upward directed (the function y → E[xy|F ]−ρ * (y) has the local property). Thus, we can find a sequence {y n } ⊂ L ϕ * (E) with E[y n |F ] = −1 and
. By monotone convergence, and by using that E[ρ
Also, for every y ∈ L ϕ * (E), we have
A similar result can be found in [27, Lemma 2] .
Notice that if C is a subset of L 0 (E) with the countable concatenation property, then the solid hull sol(C) := x ∈ L 0 (E) ; there exists y ∈ C, |x| ≤ |y| , also has the countable concatenation property. Then it generates a conditional set which is denoted by sol(C), and will be referred to as conditional solid hull of C.
The following lemma provides a test for conditional σ(L
F (E) with the countable concatenation property. Then the following are equivalent:
and r ∈ R ++ , let us fix u ∈ L ϕ . Then, there is y ∈ K such that |(µ y − µ)(u)| ≤ r. Since K := sol(C), we can find z ∈ C so that |y| ≤ |z|. Thus,
Since r is arbitrary, we have that
Now, let {u n } be a decreasing sequence in L ϕ F (E) such that u n = 0. Then, the inequality above implies that |µ(u n )| = 0. Also, it is not difficult to show that every L 0 (F )-linear continuous function is also order bounded. This means that µ :
is σ-order continuous. The second step is to prove that K is conditionally norm bounded (or equivalently L 0 (F )-norm bounded). Indeed, given x ∈ L ϕ , we have that By the conditional version of the Uniform Boundedness Principle [39, Theorem 3.4], we obtain that K is conditionally norm bounded.
Finally, the conditional Banach-Alaoglu Theorem ([14, Theorem 5.10]) yields the result.
2 ⇒ 1: Now, let u n ց 0 a.s. in L ϕ F (E). For fixed r ∈ R ++ , for each n ∈ N, we can find z n ∈ C such that
Then, we can consider the conditional sequence {|z n |} in K := sol(C). Since K is conditionally relatively compact, due to Remark 3.20 and Proposition 3.25 of [14] , we can find some conditional σ(L ϕ * , L ϕ )-cluster point z ∈ L ϕ * of {|z n |}. Besides, we have that z ≥ 0 10 . Also, we can find n 1 ∈ N such that 0 ≤ E[zu n |F ] ≤ r for all n ≥ n 1 . Let us pick n 2 ≥ n 1 such that |E[(|z n 2 | − z)u n 1 |F ]| ≤ r. Then, for n ≥ n 2 , we have The following result is an adaptation to the present setting of [33, Lemma 2.3] .
Due to Theorem 19, sinceρ is lower semicontinuous, we have
Since ε is arbitrary, we obtain From where we finally obtain ρ * (y) ≤ 2β + 2ρ(−2|x|).
Proof of Theorem 20. 1 ⇒ 3 : For a given x ∈ L ϕ (E), let us define ρ 0 (x) := E[ρ(x)] as in Lemma 21, which is a convex risk measure.
Since
or equivalently that
)-lower semicontinuous, by [33, Theorem 1.1] it suffices to prove that ρ 0 has the Lebesgue property. Indeed, suppose that {x n } satisfies |x n | ≤ |y| for some y ∈ L ϕ (E) and x n → x a.s. Since ρ has the Lebesgue property, it holds that ρ(x n ) converges to ρ(x) a.s. Also, by monotonicity, we have that |ρ(x n )| ≤ |ρ(y)| ∨ |ρ(−y)|. Then, by dominated convergence we have that lim
3 ⇒ 1 : Suppose that {x n } satisfies |x n | ≤ |y| for some y ∈ L ϕ (E) and x n → x a.s. Then, by dominated convergence we have lim n E[
It suffices to show that ρ(x) ≥ lim sup n ρ(x n ). Indeed, suppose that ρ(x) < lim sup n ρ(x n ) on some A ∈ F with P(A) > 0. We can suppose A = Ω w.l.g.
Again, we consider the convex risk measure ρ 0 (x) := E[ρ(x)], for which we have
By using Lemma 22, we can construct a sequence {z n }, with |z n | ≤ |y| for all n ∈ N, such that z n → x a.s. and ρ(z n ) → lim sup n ρ(x n ).
Then, by dominated convergence
However, by assumption, for each z ∈ L ϕ (E), we have
for some y ∈ L ϕ * (E) and also ρ 0 is σ(L ϕ (E), L ϕ * (E))-lower semicontinuous. Thus, by [33, Theorem 1.1], we have that ρ 0 has necessarily the Lebesgue property; hence, lim n ρ 0 (z n ) = ρ 0 (x). This is a contradiction.
Let y = 1 A k y k . Then, sinceρ is stable and ρ * (y) =ρ
We have already shown (see 1 ⇒ 3) that, under this assumption, ρ 0 is σ(L ϕ (E), L ϕ * (E))-lower semicontinuous and, for any x ∈ L ϕ (E), there exists y ∈ L ϕ * (E) such that ρ 0 (x) = E[xy] − ρ 0 (y). Then, by [33, Theorem 1.1], we obtain that, for any positive c ∈ R, the set
Let us define
≤ c is upward directed; hence, one can find a sequence {z n } ⊂ L ϕ * (E) withρ * (z n ) ≤ c such that E[|xz n ||F ] ր H x . Besides, due to Lemma 9, we have H x = f c (x).
Since c ≥ E[ρ * (z n )] = ρ * 0 (z n ) for each n ∈ N, by dominated convergence we have that E[f c (x)] = E[lim E[|xz n ||F ]] = lim E[|xz n |] ≤ f 0,c (x). Now, let x n ց 0 a.s. in L ϕ F (E). First note that, since L ϕ (E) cc = L ϕ F (E), there is a partition {A k } ∈ Π(Ω, F ), such that 1 A k x 1 ∈ L ϕ (E) for all k ∈ N. Since L ϕ (E) is solid and 0 ≤ x n ≤ x 1 , we have that 1 A k x n ∈ L ϕ (E) for all k, n ∈ N. By arguing on each A k , we can suppose that A k = Ω, and thus {x n } ⊂ L ϕ (E). Since C := V 0,c is σ(L F (E), L ϕ F (E))-closed. Since V c has the countable concatenation property, by the comments in section of preliminaries about the weak topologies, we have that V c is conditionally closed; in turn, we also obtain the conditional compactness.
5 ⇒ 6: For arbitrary c ∈ L 0 ++ (F ), we can find r ∈ R cc such that c ≤ r.
Suppose that r = 1 A k r k with {A k } ∈ Π(Ω, F ) and {r k } ⊂ R. Then, we have that V r k |A k is conditionally compact. We derive that V c ⊏ V r = V r k |A k is conditionally compact too. 6 ⇒ 4 : We can suppose w.l.g. that ρ(0) = 0. Due to the conditionally lower semicontinuity ofρ * , the conditional function z → E[xz|F ] −ρ * (z) is conditionally σ(L ϕ * , L ϕ )-upper semicontinuous. Then, the conditional set
is conditionally σ(L ϕ * , L ϕ )-closed and, applying Lemma 24 for β = 1 −ρ(x), we obtain that M x is conditionally contained in V 2−2ρ(x)+2ρ(−2|x|) . Therefore, M x is conditionally σ(L ϕ * , L ϕ )-compact. Finally, it is not difficult to show that every conditionally upper semicontinuous function attains its conditional maximum on a conditionally compact set (for the sake of completeness we have included the proof in the appendix, see Proposition 26), obtaining the result.
Proposition 25
The Amemiya formula defines a L 0 (F )-norm such that
Proof. Let us first show the inequality (8) .
For given λ ∈ L 0 ++ (F ) with E ϕ |x|λ −1 |F ≤ 1, we have that
Then, by taking infimums in λ we obtain Proof. Let r := sup y∈K f(y). For each n ∈ K, we define C n := x ∈ K ; f(x) ≥ r − 1 n .
Clearly C n is on 1. Besides, since f is conditionally upper semicontinuous, we obtain that C n is conditionally closed in K. Also, for every m ∈ N, we have that ⊓ n≤m C n = C m .
Due to [14, Proposition 3.25] , we have that ⊓ n∈N C n is on 1. Thus, there exists x ∈ K such that x ∈ C n for all n. Necessarily, f(x) = r.
